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or interest of a particular class, unless the holder of a 

particular claim or interest agrees to a different, but 

not better, treatment of his claim or interest. 
Paragraph (3) applies to claims, not creditors. Thus, 

if a creditor is undersecured, and thus has a secured 

claim and an unsecured claim, this paragraph will be 

applied independently to each of his claims. 
Paragraph (4) of subsection (a) is derived from section 

216 of chapter X [section 616 of former title 11] with 

some modifications. It requires the plan to provide ade-

quate means for the plans execution. These means may 

include retention by the debtor of all or any part of the 

property of the estate, transfer of all or any part of the 

property of the estate to one or more entities, whether 

organized pre- or postconfirmation, merger or consoli-

dation of the debtor with one or more persons, sale and 

distribution of all or any part of the property of the es-

tate, satisfaction or modification of any lien, cancella-

tion or modification of any indenture or similar instru-

ment, curing or waiving of any default, extension of 

maturity dates or change in interest rates of securities, 

amendment of the debtor’s charter, and issuance of se-

curities. 
Subparagraph (C), as it applies in railroad cases, has 

the effect of overruling St. Joe Paper Co. v. Atlantic 

Coast Line R. R., 347 U.S. 298 (1954). It will allow the 

trustee or creditors to propose a plan of merger with 

another railroad without the consent of the debtor, and 

the debtor will be bound under proposed 11 U.S.C. 

1141(a). See Hearings, pt. 3, at 1616. ‘‘Similar instru-

ment’’ referred to in subparagraph (F) might include a 

deposit with an agent for distribution, other than an 

indenture trustee, such as an agent under an agreement 

in a railroad conditional sale or lease financing agree-

ment. 
Paragraphs (5) and (6) and subsection (b) are derived 

substantially from Section 216 of Chapter X ([former] 11 

U.S.C. 616). Paragraph (5) requires the plan to prohibit 

the issuance of nonvoting equity securities, and to pro-

vide for an appropriate distribution of voting power 

among the various classes of equity securities. Para-

graph (6) requires that the plan contain only provisions 

that are consistent with the interests of creditors and 

equity security holders, and with public policy with re-

spect to the selection of officers, directors, and trust-

ees, and their successors. 
Subsection (b) specifies the matters that the plan 

may propose. The plan may impair or leave unimpaired 

any claim or interest. The plan may provide for the as-

sumption or rejection of executory contracts or un-

expired leases not previously rejected under section 365. 

The plan may also provide for the treatment of claims 

by the debtor against other entities that are not set-

tled before the confirmation of the plan. The plan may 

propose settlement or adjustment of any claim or eq-

uity security belonging to the estate, or may propose 

retention and enforcement of such claim or interest by 

the debtor or by an agent appointed for that purpose. 
The plan may also propose the sale of all or substan-

tially all of the property of the estate, and the distribu-

tion of the proceeds of the sale among creditors and eq-

uity security holders. This would be a liquidating plan. 

The subsection permits the plan to include any other 

appropriate provision not inconsistent with the appli-

cable provisions of the bankruptcy code. 
Subsection (c) protects an individual debtor’s exempt 

property by prohibiting its use, sale, or lease under a 

plan proposed by someone other than the debtor, unless 

the debtor consents. 

AMENDMENTS 

1994—Subsec. (a)(1). Pub. L. 103–394, §§ 304(h)(6), 

501(d)(31), substituted ‘‘507(a)(8) of this title,’’ for 

‘‘507(a)(7) of this title’’. 
Subsec. (b)(5), (6). Pub. L. 103–394, § 206, added par. (5) 

and redesignated former par. (5) as (6). 
Subsec. (d). Pub. L. 103–394, § 305(a), added subsec. (d). 
1984—Subsec. (a). Pub. L. 98–353, § 507(a)(1), in provi-

sions preceding par. (1) substituted ‘‘Notwithstanding 

any otherwise applicable nonbankruptcy law, a’’ for 

‘‘A’’. 

Subsec. (a)(1). Pub. L. 98–353, § 507(a)(2), inserted a 

comma after ‘‘classes of claims’’ and substituted 

‘‘507(a)(7) of this title,’’ for ‘‘507(a)(6) of this title’’. 

Subsec. (a)(3). Pub. L. 98–353, § 507(a)(3), struck out 

‘‘shall’’ before ‘‘specify the treatment’’. 

Subsec. (a)(5). Pub. L. 98–353, § 507(a)(4), substituted 

‘‘implementation’’ for ‘‘execution’’. 

Subsec. (a)(5)(G). Pub. L. 98–353, § 507(a)(5), inserted 

‘‘of’’ after ‘‘waiving’’. 

Subsec. (b)(2). Pub. L. 98–353, § 507(b), substituted ‘‘re-

jection, or assignment’’ for ‘‘or rejection’’, and ‘‘under 

such section’’ for ‘‘under section 365 of this title’’. 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1994 AMENDMENT 

Amendment by sections 206, 304(h)(6), and 501(d)(31) of 

Pub. L. 103–394 effective Oct. 22, 1994, and not applicable 

with respect to cases commenced under this title before 

Oct. 22, 1994, and amendment by section 305(a) of Pub. 

L. 103–394 effective Oct. 22, 1994, and applicable only to 

agreements entered into after Oct. 22, 1994, see section 

702 of Pub. L. 103–394, set out as a note under section 101 

of this title. 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1984 AMENDMENT 

Amendment by Pub. L. 98–353 effective with respect 

to cases filed 90 days after July 10, 1984, see section 

552(a) of Pub. L. 98–353, set out as a note under section 

101 of this title. 

SECTION REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 

This section is referred to in sections 901, 1124, 1127, 

1172 of this title. 

§ 1124. Impairment of claims or interests 

Except as provided in section 1123(a)(4) of this 

title, a class of claims or interests is impaired 

under a plan unless, with respect to each claim 

or interest of such class, the plan— 

(1) leaves unaltered the legal, equitable, and 

contractual rights to which such claim or in-

terest entitles the holder of such claim or in-

terest; or 

(2) notwithstanding any contractual provi-

sion or applicable law that entitles the holder 

of such claim or interest to demand or receive 

accelerated payment of such claim or interest 

after the occurrence of a default— 

(A) cures any such default that occurred 

before or after the commencement of the 

case under this title, other than a default of 

a kind specified in section 365(b)(2) of this 

title; 

(B) reinstates the maturity of such claim 

or interest as such maturity existed before 

such default; 

(C) compensates the holder of such claim 

or interest for any damages incurred as a re-

sult of any reasonable reliance by such hold-

er on such contractual provision or such ap-

plicable law; and 

(D) does not otherwise alter the legal, 

equitable, or contractual rights to which 

such claim or interest entitles the holder of 

such claim or interest. 

(Pub. L. 95–598, Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 2633; Pub. L. 

98–353, title III, § 508, July 10, 1984, 98 Stat. 385; 

Pub. L. 103–394, title II, § 213(d), Oct. 22, 1994, 108 

Stat. 4126.) 

HISTORICAL AND REVISION NOTES 

LEGISLATIVE STATEMENTS 

Section 1124 of the House amendment is derived from 

a similar provision in the House bill and Senate amend-
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ment. The section defines the new concept of ‘‘impair-

ment’’ of claims or interests; the concept differs sig-

nificantly from the concept of ‘‘materially and ad-

versely affected’’ under the Bankruptcy Act [former 

title 11]. Section 1124(3) of the House amendment pro-

vides that a holder of a claim or interest is not im-

paired, if the plan provides that the holder will receive 

the allowed amount of the holder’s claim, or in the case 

of an interest with a fixed liquidation preference or re-

demption price, the greater of such price. This adopts 

the position contained in the House bill and rejects the 

contrary standard contained in the Senate amendment. 
Section 1124(3) of the House amendment rejects a pro-

vision contained in section 1124(3)(B)(iii) of the House 

bill which would have considered a class of interest not 

to be impaired by virtue of the fact that the plan pro-

vided cash or property for the value of the holder’s in-

terest in the debtor. 
The effect of the House amendment is to permit an 

interest not to be impaired only if the interest has a 

fixed liquidation preference or redemption price. There-

fore, a class of interests such as common stock, must 

either accept a plan under section 1129(a)(8), or the plan 

must satisfy the requirements of section 1129(b)(2)(C) in 

order for a plan to be confirmed. 
A compromise reflected in section 1124(2)(C) of the 

House amendment indicates that a class of claims is 

not impaired under the circumstances of section 1124(2) 

if damages are paid to rectify reasonable reliance en-

gaged in by the holder of a claim or interest arising 

from the prepetition breach of a contractual provision, 

such as an ipso facto or bankruptcy clause, or law. 

Where the rights of third parties are concerned, such as 

in the case of lease premises which have been rerented 

to a third party, it is not intended that there will be 

adequate damages to compensate the third party. 

SENATE REPORT NO. 95–989 

The basic concept underlying this section is not new. 

It rests essentially on Section 107 of Chapter X 

([former] 11 U.S.C. 507), which states that creditors or 

stockholders or any class thereof ‘‘shall be deemed to 

be ‘affected’ by a plan only if their or its interest shall 

be materially and adversely affected thereby.’’ 
This section is designated to indicate when contrac-

tual rights of creditors or interest holders are not ma-

terially affected. It specifies three ways in which the 

plan may leave a claim or interest unimpaired. 
First, the plan may propose not to alter the legal, 

equitable, or contractual rights to which the claim or 

interest entitled its holder. 
Second, a claim or interest is unimpaired by curing 

the effect of a default and reinstating the original 

terms of an obligation when maturity was brought on 

or accelerated by the default. The intervention of 

bankruptcy and the defaults represent a temporary cri-

sis which the plan of reorganization is intended to clear 

away. The holder of a claim or interest who under the 

plan is restored to his original position, when others re-

ceive less or get nothing at all, is fortunate indeed and 

has no cause to complain. Curing of the default and the 

assumption of the debt in accordance with its terms is 

an important reorganization technique for dealing with 

a particular class of claims, especially secured claims. 
Third, a claim or interest is unimpaired if the plan 

provides for their payment in cash. In the case of a debt 

liability, the cash payment is for the allowed amount 

of the claim, which does not include a redemption pre-

mium. If it is an equity security with a fixed liquida-

tion preference, such as a preferred stock, the allowed 

amount is such liquidation preference, with no redemp-

tion premium. With respect to any other equity secu-

rity, such as a common stock, cash payment must be 

equal to the ‘‘value of such holder’s interest in the 

debtor.’’ 
Section 1124 does not include payment ‘‘in property’’ 

other than cash. Except for a rare case, claims or inter-

ests are not by their terms payable in property, but a 

plan may so provide and those affected thereby may ac-

cept or reject the proposed plan. They may not be 

forced to accept a plan declaring the holders’ claims or 

interests to be ‘‘unimpaired.’’ 

HOUSE REPORT NO. 95–595 

This section is new. It is designed to indicate when 

contractual rights of creditors or interest holders are 

not materially affected. The section specifies three 

ways in which the plan may leave a claim or interest 

unimpaired. 

First, the plan may propose not to alter the legal, 

equitable, or contractual rights to which the claim or 

interest entitled its holder. 

Second, the plan is permitted to reinstate a claim or 

interest and thus leave it unimpaired. Reinstatement 

consists of curing any default (other than a default 

under an ipso facto or bankruptcy clause) and rein-

statement of the maturity of the claim or interest. 

Further, the plan may not otherwise alter any legal, 

equitable, or contractual right to which the claim or 

interest entitles its holder. 

Third, the plan may leave a claim or interest unim-

paired by paying its amount in full other than in secu-

rities of the debtor, an affiliate of the debtor partici-

pating in a joint plan, or a successor to the debtor. 

These securities are excluded because determination of 

their value would require a valuation of the business 

being reorganized. Use of them to pay a creditor or eq-

uity security holder without his consent may be done 

only under section 1129(b) and only after a valuation of 

the debtor. Under this paragraph, the plan must pay 

the allowed amount of the claim in full, in cash or 

other property, or, in the case of an equity security, 

must pay the greatest of any fixed liquidation pref-

erence to which the terms of the equity security entitle 

its holder, any fixed price at which the debtor, under 

the terms of the equity security may redeem such eq-

uity security, and the value, as of the effective date of 

the plan, of the holder’s interest in the debtor. The 

value of the holder’s interest need not be determined 

precisely by valuing the debtor’s business if such value 

is clearly below redemption or liquidation preference 

values. If such value would require a full-scale valu-

ation of the business, then such interest should be 

treated as impaired. But, if the debtor corporation is 

clearly insolvent, then the value of the common stock 

holder’s interest in the debtor is zero, and offering 

them nothing under the plan of reorganization will not 

impair their rights. 

‘‘Value, as of the effective date of the plan,’’ as used 

in paragraph (3) and in proposed 11 U.S.C. 1179(a)(7)(B), 

1129(a)(9), 1129(b), 1172(2), 1325(a)(4), 1325(a)(5)(B), and 

1328(b), indicates that the promised payment under the 

plan must be discounted to present value as of the ef-

fective date of the plan. The discounting should be 

based only on the unpaid balance of the amount due 

under the plan, until that amount, including interest, 

is paid in full. 

AMENDMENTS 

1994—Par. (3). Pub. L. 103–394 struck out par. (3) which 

read as follows: ‘‘provides that, on the effective date of 

the plan, the holder of such claim or interest receives, 

on account of such claim or interest, cash equal to— 

‘‘(A) with respect to a claim, the allowed amount of 

such claim; or 

‘‘(B) with respect to an interest, if applicable, the 

greater of— 

‘‘(i) any fixed liquidation preference to which the 

terms of any security representing such interest en-

title the holder of such interest; or 

‘‘(ii) any fixed price at which the debtor, under 

the terms of such security, may redeem such secu-

rity from such holder.’’ 

1984—Par. (2)(A). Pub. L. 98–353, § 508(1), amended sub-

par. (A) generally. Prior to amendment, subpar. (A) 

read as follows: ‘‘cures any such default, other than a 

default of a kind specified in section 365(b)(2) of this 

title, that occurred before or after the commencement 

of the case under this title;’’. 
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Par. (3)(B)(i). Pub. L. 98–353, § 508(2), substituted ‘‘or’’ 

for ‘‘and’’. 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1994 AMENDMENT 

Amendment by Pub. L. 103–394 effective Oct. 22, 1994, 

and not applicable with respect to cases commenced 

under this title before Oct. 22, 1994, see section 702 of 

Pub. L. 103–394, set out as a note under section 101 of 

this title. 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1984 AMENDMENT 

Amendment by Pub. L. 98–353 effective with respect 

to cases filed 90 days after July 10, 1984, see section 

552(a) of Pub. L. 98–353, set out as a note under section 

101 of this title. 

SECTION REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 

This section is referred to in section 901 of this title. 

§ 1125. Postpetition disclosure and solicitation 

(a) In this section— 
(1) ‘‘adequate information’’ means informa-

tion of a kind, and in sufficient detail, as far 

as is reasonably practicable in light of the na-

ture and history of the debtor and the condi-

tion of the debtor’s books and records, that 

would enable a hypothetical reasonable inves-

tor typical of holders of claims or interests of 

the relevant class to make an informed judg-

ment about the plan, but adequate informa-

tion need not include such information about 

any other possible or proposed plan; and 
(2) ‘‘investor typical of holders of claims or 

interests of the relevant class’’ means investor 

having— 
(A) a claim or interest of the relevant 

class; 
(B) such a relationship with the debtor as 

the holders of other claims or interests of 

such class generally have; and 
(C) such ability to obtain such information 

from sources other than the disclosure re-

quired by this section as holders of claims or 

interests in such class generally have. 

(b) An acceptance or rejection of a plan may 

not be solicited after the commencement of the 

case under this title from a holder of a claim or 

interest with respect to such claim or interest, 

unless, at the time of or before such solicitation, 

there is transmitted to such holder the plan or 

a summary of the plan, and a written disclosure 

statement approved, after notice and a hearing, 

by the court as containing adequate informa-

tion. The court may approve a disclosure state-

ment without a valuation of the debtor or an ap-

praisal of the debtor’s assets. 
(c) The same disclosure statement shall be 

transmitted to each holder of a claim or interest 

of a particular class, but there may be transmit-

ted different disclosure statements, differing in 

amount, detail, or kind of information, as be-

tween classes. 
(d) Whether a disclosure statement required 

under subsection (b) of this section contains 

adequate information is not governed by any 

otherwise applicable nonbankruptcy law, rule, 

or regulation, but an agency or official whose 

duty is to administer or enforce such a law, rule, 

or regulation may be heard on the issue of 

whether a disclosure statement contains ade-

quate information. Such an agency or official 

may not appeal from, or otherwise seek review 

of, an order approving a disclosure statement. 

(e) A person that solicits acceptance or rejec-

tion of a plan, in good faith and in compliance 

with the applicable provisions of this title, or 

that participates, in good faith and in compli-

ance with the applicable provisions of this title, 

in the offer, issuance, sale, or purchase of a se-

curity, offered or sold under the plan, of the 

debtor, of an affiliate participating in a joint 

plan with the debtor, or of a newly organized 

successor to the debtor under the plan, is not 

liable, on account of such solicitation or partici-

pation, for violation of any applicable law, rule, 

or regulation governing solicitation of accept-

ance or rejection of a plan or the offer, issuance, 

sale, or purchase of securities. 
(f) Notwithstanding subsection (b), in a case in 

which the debtor has elected under section 

1121(e) to be considered a small business— 
(1) the court may conditionally approve a 

disclosure statement subject to final approval 

after notice and a hearing; 
(2) acceptances and rejections of a plan may 

be solicited based on a conditionally approved 

disclosure statement as long as the debtor pro-

vides adequate information to each holder of a 

claim or interest that is solicited, but a condi-

tionally approved disclosure statement shall 

be mailed at least 10 days prior to the date of 

the hearing on confirmation of the plan; and 
(3) a hearing on the disclosure statement 

may be combined with a hearing on confirma-

tion of a plan. 

(Pub. L. 95–598, Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 2633; Pub. L. 

98–353, title III, § 509, July 10, 1984, 98 Stat. 385; 

Pub. L. 103–394, title II, § 217(e), Oct. 22, 1994, 108 

Stat. 4127.) 

HISTORICAL AND REVISION NOTES 

LEGISLATIVE STATEMENTS 

Section 1125 of the House amendment is derived from 

section 1125 of the House bill and Senate amendment 

except with respect to section 1125(f) of the Senate 

amendment. It will not be necessary for the court to 

consider the report of the examiner prior to approval of 

a disclosure statement. The investigation of the exam-

iner is to proceed on an independent basis from the pro-

cedure of the reorganization under chapter 11. In order 

to ensure that the examiner’s report will be expeditious 

and fair, the examiner is precluded from serving as a 

trustee in the case or from representing a trustee if a 

trustee is appointed, whether the case remains in chap-

ter 11 or is converted to chapter 7 or 13. 

SENATE REPORT NO. 95–989 

This section extends disclosure requirements in con-

nection with solicitations to all cases under chapter 11. 

Heretofore this subject was dealt with by the Bank-

ruptcy Act [former title 11] mainly in the special con-

texts of railroad reorganizations and chapter X [chap-

ter 10 of former title 11] cases. 

Subsection (a) defines (1) the subject matter of disclo-

sure as ‘‘adequate information’’ and relates the stand-

ard of adequacy to an (2) ‘‘investor typical of holders or 

claims or interests of the relevant class.’’ ‘‘Investor’’ is 

used broadly here, for it will almost always include a 

trade creditor or other creditors who originally had no 

investment intent or interest. It refers to the invest-

ment-type decision by those called upon to accept a 

plan to modify their claims or interests, which typi-

cally will involve acceptance of new securities or of a 

cash payment in lieu thereof. 

Both the kind and form of information are left essen-

tially to the judicial discretion of the court, guided by 

the specification in subparagraph (a)(1) that it be of a 
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